HIDA - Notice of Interest

Applicant Name (Head of Household): ________________________________ Date: ____________

Number of household members: _______ Estimated annual income (all members): __________

Phone: ______________________ Email _______________________________________

Please describe your project idea.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Which of the qualifying categories does your project fall under? (Please circle all that apply.)

1. Eliminates health & safety hazards
2. Corrects code violations
3. Essential improvement to maintain home’s structural integrity
4. Reduces the risk of building deterioration
5. Aids weatherization and/or energy efficiency
6. Improves accessibility for household members
7. Emergency conditions (repair/replacement of major system)
8. Seismic retrofitting (for earthquake preparedness on homes built before 1974)

Please return form to Proud Ground 5288 N. Interstate, Portland, 97217 or katie@proudgound.org